
Creating a publicly available common-format data base 
of parish register data on baptisms, marriages and 
burials 
 
Answers to Webinar questions 
 
(1) Rather than creating a new data base have you considered working with an existing data 
base such as FreeReg? 
 
Yes, we have.  We need to get behind the FreeReg interface, which is designed for family 
historians and others to search for particular names. We need access to the transcripts in the 
FreeReg data base.  If we could negotiate this, then FreeReg would be a great source of data.  
There is a long-running issue with the different requirements of local historians, who tend to 
want data relating to the whole population of a specific place, and family historians, who are 
searching for specific individuals across (potentially many) different places.   
 
(2) In what sense is there to be 'free access' to the final database? Rather too many people 
expect 'freely available' to mean available at no cost! No cost would probably overload the 
server from the FH world and knock the wind out of Ancestry et. al. 
 
By ‘free access’ we really do mean open access to the general public at no cost.  I do not think 
we shall be competing with Ancestry or FindMyPast for the reasons alluded to in my answer to 
question (1): we will post complete transcripts of a limited number of parishes (though the 
number will increase over time), and we shall not incorporate a fast search engine as Ancestry 
and FindMyPast do (or, for that matter, FreeReg).  If several of your ancestors happen to come 
from one of the parishes we include in our data base, then clearly it might be useful to download 
the Excel spreadsheet for that parish and, to that extent, we shall be a substitute for Ancestry or 
FindMyPast but this will only apply to a minority of family historians. 
 
(3) I'm happy to provide my transcripts of a small West Devon parish since 1555 but they would 
need quality checks. Have you considered how quality can be assured? 
 
Thank you for this kind offer.  It would be great to have a few more parishes to work on at this 
stage.  There are two separable quality issues: (i) were the original registers of good quality as 
records of the events that actually happened? and (ii) how faithful are the transcripts to what 
was written in the registers?  On question (i), we can draw on a lot of academic experience of 
ensuring the quality of the registers, notably by identifying potential gaps or unusual sequences 
of events that might indicate problems.  On question (ii) we plan to do checks comparing 
transcripts with the originals (or photographs of the originals).  We shall probably not do a 
complete check of every entry in every transcript, but will do spot checks on some years for all 
transcripts.  
 
(4) What parishes need transcriptions done? 
 
This is actually a difficult question to answer in general terms.  Just to give you an example of 
the situation in one county, Hampshire, my research has revealed that the Hampshire Family 
History Society (HFHS) has a set of transcriptions which it makes available for searching 
through FHS-online.  The HFHS's transcriptions in some cases overlap with those available in 



the Hampshire Record Office (HRO), but there are transcriptions in the HRO that are not 
available from the HFHS.  FreeReg has another set of transcriptions which are different from 
those that HFHS has (though there is quite a bit of overlap), but there are transcriptions in the 
HRO that are not available from either HFHS or FreeReg.  The overall impression I get is that 
there is no consolidated list of what transcriptions are available and in what form!  If you are 
interested in doing a transcription, then probably the best way to go is to let me know which 
county you are interested in and I can suggest some parishes to work on, starting with parishes 
for which there does not seem to be a transcription anywhere. 
 
(5) You mention shortage of money.  How will the project be funded? 
 
The Local Population Studies Society (LPSS) comprises both amateur and professional 
historians.  The project is designed, at least initially, to make use of the time given by amateur 
historians free of charge.  The Local Population Studies Society will provide a focus for the 
project and manage it.  The idea is that the project will generate interest and new members for 
LPSS, which will provide an increased income for the Society, some of which could be 
reinvested in the project.  It could also generate future publications that we would sell to 
generate more income (this is how LPSS has survived financially in the past, but we need a new 
business model for the electronic age).  The project is designed to start small and to build up as 
finances allow.  We are not investing a large sum of money up front. Projects using this 
structure have been run successfully by the Family and Community Historical Research Society 
for some years. 
 
(6) Would it not be better to use a SQL database, than spreadsheets, since spreadsheets, 
would need to be downloaded, when you could actually search on a number of different fields 
depending on what you were looking for? 
 
The answer to this goes back to the fundamental purpose of our data base, which is to provide 
complete transcripts of the registers for a limited number of parishes for the benefit of those who 
want to have them to hand, either because they are studying the history of one or more of the 
places, or because they have several ancestors who came from one of them.  This is a different 
aim from that of FreeReg, Ancestry or FindMyPast, for whom the transcripts are means to an 
end: which is to provide a searchable data base that family historians or people doing one-name 
studies can use to search for specific individuals, or individuals with particular names.  For us 
though, it is not clear what the value would be of having an SQL database when most users are 
not going to want to search it.  The kind of users we are planning to cater for actually will want to 
download the data. 
 
(7) Parish registers.  Family historians are not well served by the commercial companies. Cost 
and cost barriers prevent research into the parish register period. I would suggest that family 
historians would jump at this data base.  However, Family History Groups may not like the idea 
because it is a money earner. There is also FreeReg which is a company working on making 
Parish Registers freely available. They may be interested in such a data base.  
 
I agree that there are limits to what the commercial companies provide for family historians.  Our 
intention is not to tread on the toes of family history societies.  Clearly, individual family history 
societies rely on selling their transcripts to generate income, and we do not want to place this 
income stream in jeopardy by posting their transcripts on a free website.  On the other hand, the 
family history societies have no copyright on the data included in their transcripts, which are 
already in the public domain in some form.  They are selling the work they have done in 
transcribing the data and making it machine-readable.  The key point is that we are unlikely ever 



to have sufficient transcriptions in our data base to make a serious dent in the family history 
societies’ income.  This being said, it would seem sensible for us to start by including in our data 
base parishes for which no machine-readable transcripts seem to exist. 
 
FreeReg is an interesting organisation.  Their stated aim is ‘to provide free Internet searches of 
baptism, marriage, and burial records, which have been extracted from parish registers, non-
conformist records and other relevant sources in the UK’.  In order to do this they have amassed 
quite a lot of transcripts in searchable form, and are adding more each week.  However, they 
still only have data for a small minority of parishes, and it is not clear how one might gain access 
to the original transcripts they hold, as they do not currently make these generally available.  All 
you can do on their web site is to search their data base for individuals with specific 
characteristics.  They state specifically that ‘[it] is not possible to request a search that provides 
all of the records for one church or parish’.  It is people who want to request such searches that 
we are planning to cater for. 
 
(8) Not a question but a comment. Paid websites for genealogists such as Ancestry & 
FindMyPast do not offer complete range of parish registers nor complete entries. Sometimes 
places and dates are missing! The best is FreeReg by volunteers. So I think your website will be 
much appreciated by family historians. 
 
I agree that FreeReg has more and better information than Ancestry and FindMyPast, but its 
structure is still not helpful to local historians (see answer to question (7) above). 
 
(9) Do you see this as a re-transcription of all the data that the likes of Ancestry, FindMyPast 
have done? Is it feasible to do them without their help given the volume they have done? Who 
becomes the arbiter of what a record actually says, given the differences in names recorded in 
different sources? How will your information be made available to us? 
 
No, we are not going to re-transcribe everything that Ancestry and FindMyPast have done.  We 
may not actually transcribe any registers specifically for the project, though we should not 
discourage any volunteer who wants to transcribe the register of a specific parish and adding it 
to our data base from doing so.  I am not sure we could use the transcripts of Ancestry or 
FindMyPast even if we could negotiate access, as it is not clear that they actually have 
complete transcripts (with all the information in the original registers).  This is not a criticism of 
what they have done, as they are catering for their market.  But it is a recognition that what we 
want to do and what they are doing are not the same thing.  As mentioned above, FreeReg has 
transcriptions which are probably nearer to what we want than are those underpinning the 
Ancestry and FindMyPast data bases.   
 
The arbiter of what a record actually says will be the original register (or a photograph of it).  We 
shall go back to the original in cases of doubt.  Our data base will be available on a publicly 
accessible web site which does not need subscriptions or log ins (in the same way that FreeReg 
is currently available).   
 
(10) The parish of residence would be important when studying migrations, for example in the 
early days of the Industrial Revolution. 
 
If parish of residence is given in the registers, it will be in the transcripts in our data base.  We 
shall only accept complete transcripts. 
 
(11) Excel has a worksheet limit of about 1 million rows. How will you handle this? 



 
We do not think that this will pose a problem.  The data base we envisage has one row per 
event (baptism, marriage or burial).  Suppose we have about 40 baptisms, 30 burials and 15 
marriages per 1,000 population per year (these are on the high side, deliberately so for the 
purpose of illustration).  This gives 85 events per 1,000 population per year.  If we had data for 
all years from 1538 to 1900 this would give us 30,770 events per 1,000 population.  Even a 
large parish with, say, 10,000 people on average (and very few parishes reached this level) 
would therefore not have more than about 300,000 events between 1538 and 1900. 
 
Even if we double up the rows for marriages (as they involve two individuals) we should still not 
run up against the limitation of one million rows in Excel. 
 
(12) Would the database transcribe as seen, or ‘modernised’? Surname and place names have 
changed over time, and before 1733, forenames and surnames were in Latin. I think ‘Jacobus’ 
can mean John or Jacob, so there are pitfalls in modernising. 
 
To me, a transcript means ‘as seen’, without ‘modernisation’.  Sometimes ‘modernisation’ is 
necessary, for example when doing record linkage.  Even then, I prefer to call it standardisation, 
though.  The data in our data base will be transcribed ‘as seen’. 
 
(13) Will you extend to Catholic and non-Conformist registers in order to give a more complete 
picture of baptisms and burials particularly? 
 
Yes, especially if there are Catholic and non-Conformist registers for parishes for which we 
have transcripts of the Church of England registers. 
 
(14) How will the transcript database deal with 'als' surnames, for example when someone is 
recorded as 'Jane Smith als Jenkins'? 
 
This is a good point.  There are two possible approaches here: (i) to include a column in the 
spreadsheet template for alternative names and (ii) to include alternative names in a general 
‘register comments’ column which we include anyway to catch any information written in the 
register that does not fit into any of the other columns of the spreadsheet. We do not really want 
to multiply the number of largely empty columns, so our thinking is at present to include ‘alias’ 
names in the ‘register comments’ column. 
 
(15) If a family history society were to offer transcribed data, we would run the risk of diluting a 
source of income produced from our other sources.  What guarantees can you offer to those 
societies? 
 
As mentioned in the answer to question (7) we do not wish to close off any sources of income 
for family history societies. Our interest is in providing complete transcripts for a range of places 
that might be useful to local historians or historians who want to use parish register data to 
examine specific topics in particular areas, or to undertake comparative analyses.  We are not 
so much interested in whether our data base is searchable for specific names.  We should be 
happy to put transcripts from family history societies into our format if those family history 
societies were willing to give them to us, but we would not press them to do this.  I think it more 
likely that individual family and local historians might give the transcripts they have made to us 
as well as to their local family history society.  Even if we attain the (ambitious) target of 404 
transcripts, this is only about eight parishes per county, which is a small minority of all parishes, 
so I doubt we shall make a serious dent in the income stream of family history societies. 



 
(16) Most of us are amateurs to the collective task of producing digital access to this sort of 
data. Is there a site where we can find directions on what is being done? How to gather it if you 
have the time? 
 
(17) Will you be publishing a recommended common format for data transcripts? 
 
It is convenient to take these two questions together.  In the old days, there were lots of 
complicated instructions for collecting data in electronic form.  The data had to be input using 
specific protocols and these took time to learn.  In some cases specialist software had to be 
used.  Most of this complexity is gone now as it is easier than it used to be to manipulate the 
data and change its format once it has been input.  The aim should be to get the data input into 
some commonly used software (for example Excel) as efficiently and quickly as possible. 
 
Unfortunately, there is no commonly agreed format either for the data entry or even for the final 
electronic transcript files.  One of the aims of our project is to devise such a format and to 
arrange all our transcripts in that format.  We should be happy to produce a ‘data input’ guide.  
For baptisms and burials, the basic rules for input are (i) one row per event and (ii) a distinct 
column for each different variable such the file is rectangular.  For marriages things are a bit 
more complicated as two people are involved, but my feeling is that one row per marriage is the 
best way to go, at least at the data input stage. 
 
We shall certainly be publishing details of the common format in which the data are ultimately 
stored.   
 
(18) I studied this data during the Advanced Diploma in Local History and used it as a basis for 
my own one-place study. I have the population totals for 1801-1911. My work on the PRs is 
ongoing and would happily use your format to add it to your study.  
 
Thank you very much for this kind offer. 
 
(19) From the family history point of view, I can see that the PR data could be useful in providing 
background information about the places and communities in which ancestors lived.  Periods of 
high mortality, popular seasons for births/baptisms and marriages etc could provide useful 
pointers for further research.  For more experienced family historians, research goes far beyond 
just searching the likes of Ancestry and FindMyPast. 
 
This constituency of ‘more experienced family historians’ is one of those we should really like to 
engage in this project. We recognise that they are a minority of all family historians, but the total 
number of family historians is so large that even a small minority is a large number of people.   
 
(20) You have shown that the original 404 parishes are unevenly spread. Is it an aim to improve 
on this by gathering transcripts from underrepresented counties. 
 
We should distinguish here between the aggregate data for the 404 parishes and the 
transcripts.  We do want to add aggregate data for more parishes, and in so doing would be 
especially interested in data for less well represented regions of England.  In augmenting the 
aggregate data set we can probably afford to focus on particular areas since we might be able 
to ask family history societies to allow us to extract aggregate data from their transcripts.  This 
would not compromise their income stream as we would not be copying names or any personal 
information about individuals. 



 
So far as the transcripts are concerned, then initially we shall start with which parishes are 
available and this may depend on who offers us transcripts and the specific interests of people 
engaged with the project. 
 
(21) As a family historian and GoONS member I am mainly interested in parishes in 
Westmorland. These do not form a part of the CAMPOP study. Some, but not all, have been 
transcribed and are available at the Kendal Record Office. I would like to see all registers filmed, 
transcribed and made available online. How does this fit in with your aims? 
 
It fits perfectly.  First, it would be good to include some Westmorland parishes in the aggregate 
data (see answer to question (20)), and this could be achieved by counting the event totals in 
some of the transcribed registers.  Second, if we could include a selection of transcripts of 
Westmorland parishes in the data base it would be very good. It would be worth examining 
some of the transcripts that have been done to see which look the best quality.  One topic that 
could be studied using data for Westmorland is the impact of subsistence crises in the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, which are known to have been severe in some 
Cumberland parishes. 
 
(22) Is there comparable information for parishes in Scotland? 
 
There are parish registers in Scotland, but they were collected under a completely separate 
administration from that operating in England.  An introduction to what is available can be found 
at https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/research/guides/birth-death-and-marriage-records/old-parish-
registers. My colleague Dr Eilidh Garrett, who is Chair of the Local Population Studies Society, 
knows much more than I do about Scottish population history and might be able to answer 
specific questions about Scottish parish registers. 
 
Andrew Hinde 
9 November 2020 
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